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World Heart and Brain conference is an interesting meeting that joins together cardiologists and neurologists in arrange to seek after all-encompassing approach to understanding the association between the heart and the brain. As a pioneer within the developing multidisciplinary field of neuroradiology, Heart Brain 2019 has set the standard within the quickly developing field of coordinates pharmaceutical that empowers a wide range of information for progressed hone and persistent care. We are organizes a arrangement of conference over 1000+ Worldwide Occasions comprehensive of 300+ Conferences, 500+ Up and coming and Past Symposiums and Workshops in USA, Europe & Asia with bolster from 1000 more logical social orders and distributes 700+ Open get to journals which contains over 30000 famous identities, rumoured researchers as publication board individuals. World-renowned speakers, the foremost later strategies, propel, and the most current overhauls in neurology are trademarks of this conference.

Heart Brain 2020 was based on the aim to gather different scientists, cardiologists, neurologists, from all around the globe at a place where they shared their expertise on the latest innovation and new technologies and researches in the field of neurology and cardiology. The esteemed conference was scheduled on December 07-08, 2020 in Dubai, UAE which was a good place to hang out with your family.

- Shabeer Nellikode from Universal Hospitals, UAE who gave a talk entitled "Neurology and cardiology: Point of contact".
- Walter Bini from Healthpoint Hospital, Abu Dhabi, UAE who gave a talk entitled "Artificial intelligence (AI): Is this really what we need?".

ME Conferences is glad to schedule the “3rd World Heart and Brain Conference” during December 07-08, 2020 Dubai, UAE. Meet different international neurologists and cardiologist to discuss the upcoming new technologies in the field of surgery which can lead the term diseases to a far better world of happiness.
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